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PLAY
imagination

CREATIVITY

confidence
Curiosity & Wonderfunjoy

At HearthSong, we believe children learn best through PLAY. Since 1983, we’ve offered 

a wide variety of toys for all ages, with the primary goal of nurturing ACTIVE BODIES & 

IMAGINATIVE MINDS. When you give a HearthSong product, you know you’re giving 

the best gift of all: THE GIFT OF PLAY. 

JOIN US ON OUR MISSION to discover new creative, less digital ways for kids  

to keep MINDS, BODIES, and IMAGINATIONS active and engaged!

From our ACTIVE TOYS 

to STEM & STEAM 

play sets, HearthSong 

celebrates family and 

childhood with... 

  Over three decades  

 of experience in play 

  Over 10 consumer  

 catalog drops  

 per year 

  Over 15 million  

 households reached  

 each year 

  AWARD-WINNING  

 Quality Products
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Active play
...all day!

ergonomic 
adjustable StiltZ

Age  6+ 
 
Features:  
      Engineered in the USA 

   Rigorous testing to conform to  
   ASTM standards 

   Pedals adjust to 3 heights:  
   12" min.; 13¼" med.; 15¾" max.  
   Adjustable stilts fit children to adults 
   Stilts adjust from 59" to 71"H 
   250 lbs. max. weight 

Red  732684RD 
02-03000

Blue  732684BL 
02-03000 

Ergonomic design 
provides optimal 
balance & comfort

Foam-covered  
handles provide 
comfortable & 
stable grip

Treaded 
foot-rest

Arced & treaded feet allow for 
smooth, balanced, & stable 
movement across different terrains

Amazing Featz

™

Rotating handle 
allows for quick 
& easy height 
adjustments in 
front or back
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Blue

Fuchsia

Built-in hand 
straps make it 
easy to pull  
yourself in or  
out of the chair 

Cozy HugglePod®

Age  3+

 Features:

  The coziest member of our HugglePod line!  
  Constructed from plush, quilted polyester  
  Built-in hand straps make it easy to pull  
  yourself in or out of the chair  
  Ideal for indoor or outdoor use  
  250 lbs. max. weight; 5'H x 36"diam. base 
  Hangs with 2 Easy Tree Hangers -730558GR

Mega FUnshine® Swing
Age  5+

 Features: 

  Mega version of our classic Funshine swing;  
  same great features, double the fun 
  Sturdy 45" dia. steel frame with stretchy  
  bungee cord seat 
  Adjustable-angle seat holds 300 lbs. 
  Hangs with 2 Easy Tree Hangers- 730558GR 
  Patented

Fuchsia  732261FU  
01-07000

Mega Funshine  732430 
01-06000

Use 2 Easy 
Tree Hangers 
(sold separately)

Blue 732261BL  
01-07000

Built-in
Hand 
straps

Thick inflatable 
cushion fits 
snugly inside 
a zippered 
compartment
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LED Hip-Hoop
Age  6+

 Features: 
  Twirl from dawn to dusk  
  with light-up hoop! 
  Touch-activated LED lights take  
  2 AAA batteries (included) 
  Pack includes 36  
  pieces in 4 sizes + Display

Item#  732568   
01-21600 

LED Badminton
Age  5+ 

 Features: 
  Set includes 2 comfort-handle rackets & 
  1 LED birdie 
  LED lights embedded in the birdie;  
  takes 2 CR927 batteries (included) 
  Extra LED birdies sold separately

LED Jump Rope
Age  6+

 Features: 

  11 motion-activated  
  flashing LED light 

  Adjustable 84" rope length 

  Takes 2 AAA batteries  
  (included)

Item #  732666
06-00700

Mega Bubble Kit
Age  6+

 Features:          
  Make colossal bubbles! 
  Includes inflatable 31" diam. reservoir, 26" diam. wand, 
        handle, & 16 oz. bubble concentrate solution 
  Bubble concentrate makes up to ½ gallon of solution

LED Birdie  732668
06-00400

Ball-Bounce Target Game
Age  5+

 Features: 
  Fun & challenging activity for parties 
  Easy to assemble & portable 
  Target board (23"x29"), bounce pad  
  (18½"x 18") & six foam balls (2"dia.)

16 oz. Refill  732567  
06-00500

2-in-1 Magnet Toss
Age  4+

 Features: 

  Backyard Magnetic Toss Game offers dual-sided challenge!  
        (Learn about the Solar System on 1 side) 
  Multiple players toss magnetic darts to score points 
  Slip reversible fabric gameboard onto frame with Velcro® loops 
  Set includes 16 magnetic game pieces in 4 colors 
  Play indoors or out; store indoors

Planets  732701  
04-01500

Bubble Kit  732566  
02-02800

Item #  732699  
04-01500

Reverse

Full Set  732667
04-01400
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Double-Sided Magnetic Target game
Age  7+

 Features: 
  Improves hand-eye coordination & focus 
  Simple to play; use indoors & out 
  Includes magnetic board, 6 darts, &  
  storage tube for easy transport 
  Double-sided game board is  
  14¼"W x 21¼"H
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Butterfly   
732692BFL  
04-01100

Superhero   
732692SUP  
04-01100

Geometric   
732692GEO  
04-01100

Reverses 
to

Double-Sided 
Magnetic Target  
game Display
(Product will come with display)

Unicorn   
732692UNI  
04-01100

Woodland   
732692WDL  
04-01100

Dinosaur   
732692DIN  
04-01100

Under the Sea  
732692SEA  
04-01100

Sports   
732692SPO  
04-01100Item #  732712  

01-41600

Dart Colors Vary

 Features: 
  Display holds 32 pieces 
  8 styles, 4 each 
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Jump-Alongs!
Animal

Age  12 mos+

 Features: 
  Holds up to 150 lbs 
  Pump included 
  Friendly-faced indoor/outdoor hopper 
  Keeps toddlers active! 
  Each set includes a Jump-Along unique birth certificate 
  Jumping builds confidence, strength, and balance

Unicorn  732656UNI  
04-01500

Triceratops  732656GTR  
04-01500

Monkey  732656MKY  
04-01500

Grey Bunny  732656GBU  
04-01500
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PLAY SPACES
...where adventurers 
and dreamers meet

Lightweight fiberglass 
collapsible frame

Cross brace of two 
break-away poles 

Tent pops up 
or down in one 
movement!

Indoor/
outdoor 
play tent 

Metal corner stakes and 
rope tie-downs included 

Pop-Up Play Tent
Age  3+

 Features: 

  Protective 50+ UV polyester fabric 
  Measures approx. 75½”L x 54½”W x 46½”H 
  Zipper closure and breathable zippered  
        mesh lining 
  Compact and easy to transport; drawstring 
  bag with shoulder strap included

Family Sunshade
Age  3+

 Features: 

  Protective 50+ UV polyester fabric 
  Measures approx. 84”L x 80”W x 70”H 
  All-season 6'H Family Sunshade  
  Easy-carry drawstring bag with  
        shoulder strap

Sea Green  732711SG  
02-02000

Blue/Green  732709BG  
02-03000
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Fantasy Forts
TM   

Chalkboard
Age  4+       Piece Count  16

 Features: 
  Invent as you go with  
  connectable cardboard  
  carton panels 
  Includes innovative double- 
  sided hook & loop tape 
  22" square panels that can  
  be connected on any side 
  Carton building clips that  
  support additional levels

14 | CREATIVE CONSTRUCTION

Chalk Writer Combo Pack
Age  5+
 Features: 
  Includes 6 large and 5  
  small chalk markers 
  Easy-to-clean liquid chalk in  
  vibrant colors 

Chalk-Heads
TM

Age  3+
Features: 
  Set of 6 Chalk-Heads turn asphalt surfaces   
        like playgrounds into works of art! 
  Individual flexible chalk holders fit   
  onto the tines of a standard plastic rake
     Set includes 6 Chalk-Heads and 6 
  pieces of chalk

Item#  732572
02-04000

22" square chalkboard 
panels are double-sided 
with colorful wooden-
block print on the 
reverse side!

See our ChalkscapesTM 
line for accessories

Item #  732664  
06-01000Item #  732645

02-03300

see additional  

  Styles!

Creative Construction

Create a box for 
easy storage!

12 ice panels
(22" sq.)

4 panels with windows (22" sq.)

16 carton-
building clips

Roll of double-sided 
hook & loop tape to  

connect panels

Kit Includes:

Item #  732575  
04-01300

Fantasy Forts
TM    

iGloo/ice
Age  4+       Piece Count  16

Features: 

   Create your own winter-themed outpost with an Igloo Fantasy Fort™!

   Fort kit includes panels, hook & loop tape, and carton building  
   clips that support additional levels. 

   12 square panels and 4 window cutout panels:  
         circle, arch, snowflake, and star  

   Made of sturdy, 22" square cardboard; exterior ice  
         panels reverse to solid blue 

   Create structures big enough for kids to play inside 
 

Roll of double-
sided hook & loop 

tape  to  
connect panels

16 carton-
building clips



STEM
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...toys that grow  
tomorrow's bright minds

Coral Reef Habitat Connectagons®

Age  4+   Piece Count  67
Features:
  Learn about the fascinating  
  ecosystem while you build it! 
  Dive into the colorful, included  
  brochure & discover the wondrous  
  creatures that inhabit one of the  
  most diverse ecosystems on the planet  
  Open-ended play set features versatile  
  multi-slotted wooden pieces

Item #  732422  
04-01800

Periodic Table Connectagons®
Piece Count  150

Features: 
   Set includes 150 slotted wooden pieces 
   118 pieces represent the individual elements   
   Use the 32 additional circular pieces to build  
         compounds–informational pamphlet included!      
   Durable set designed for classroom or home use  
   Fun & educational; for individual &  
         collaborative play

     Item #  732562  
     02-02300

Learn about the importance of Coral  
Reefs to our Earth's Ecosystem  

& how to save them from  
disappearing.

Elements are found in everything and are everywhere—
the ground, the air, the sea, and even in your own body! 
Long ago, people believed that there were only four 
elements: fire, earth, water, and air. Science has come a 
long way since then, and now we know of 118 elements. 
Kids will have fun building and rebuilding the periodic 
table while learning the chemical element symbols, 
groups, and atomic numbers.

ask us about our    Full assortment!

Connectagons® Display
(Product sold separately)

Item #  732931  
01-05000



62-Piece Student Microscope Set
Age  8+

 Features: 
  Deluxe set includes 18½" die-cast metal microscope  
  100x/450x/900x magnification 
  Comes with 12 each of blank slides, slide covers,   
  cover glasses, and blank labels, plus 4 collecting vials, 
     2 pipettes, a stir rod, a petri dish, a hatchery, a    
  magnifier, a screwdriver, spare bulb, a micro-science 
  databank card, and an instruction manual. 

  Plus, a carrying case to transport and store it all. 
  Takes 2 AA batteries (not included)

Item #  727687  
02-03000
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Smartphone 
not included

Galaxy tracker 375 Telescope
Age  8+

Features: 
  Aluminum Tripod  
  Smartphone Adaptor  
  Eyepieces: 16.6mm and 8.3mm  
  Diagonal secondary mirror 
  Navigate Star Tracking with upgraded  
         version of Star Walk 2 App

Item #  732708  
01-07500

Magical crystal hedgehogs
Age  10+

Features:  
  Safely learn about Chemistry 
  Each Crystal Hedgehog is unique! 
  Easy to set up and easy to grow 
  Hedgehog is fully crystalized in 24 hours 
  Kit includes all ingredients–just add  
  hot water 
  Adult supervision required

Blue  732578BL  
06-00700

Green  732578GR  
06-00700

Pink  732578PK  
06-00700

Glow-In-The Dark Slime Clock
Features Age  8+

  Create your own slime clock 
  Learn how to generate power  
  through conductors 
  Includes ingredients for borax- 
  free glow-in-the-dark slime

Item #  732632  
04-01200

Slime glows!

360 HD Microscope
Features Age  8+

  Wide-angle eyepiece rotates 360° for easy viewing  
  Illuminate transparent & opaque objects with  
  top & bottom LED light sources 
  Capture images & video with the universal  
  smartphone adaptor! 
  Quickly & easily bring images into focus 
  Adjust image contrast with built-in color filters

Item #  732631  
01-04000

3-in-1 Hydraulic Engineering Kit
Age  8+

Features: 
  Fun STEM engineering experiments 
  for curious kids 
  Parts to build Excavator, Crane,  
  and Bulldozer  
  Observe unique 3-D movement in each  
  completed model  

Item #  732641  
04-01300
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DID YOU KNOW?
A butterfly’s skeleton  
(exoskeleton) is on the  

outside of its body, keeping  
its wings protected and hydrated.

Eastern Bluebird
(State bird of both Missouri and New York) 

• Favorite foods are predatory garden 
insects such as grasshoppers, crickets, 

 and beetles. (Thank you, bluebirds!)

• Nests high above ground in natural cavities 
such as abandoned woodpecker holes.

habitats        ...that grow a 
connection with nature

Tower BEE HOUSE
Features:
  Slanted roof keeps  
  habitat warm & dry 
  Bees will return year after year 
  5½"L x 4½"W x 14"H 
  Made of Pine wood with  
  bamboo tubes

Item #  732762
06-01000

Songbird  
hopper feeder
Features:

  Overhanging roof protects  
  seed from moisture and wind 
  6½"L x 6½"W x 8¾"H

  Made of Pine wood

Item #  732763
06-00800

Butterfly HOUSE
Features:
  Slanted roof keeps  
  habitat warm & dry 
  4¼"L x 4½"W x 12"H

  Made of Pine wood

Item #  732765
06-00600

bat HOUSE
Features:
  Slanted overhanging roof  
        protects against  
        wind and moisture  
  Wide, two-layer entryway 
  10”L x 4½”W x 13”H  
  Made of Pine wood

Item #  732766
06-01000

Overhanging roof keeps 
habitat warm & dry

Overhanging roof 
projection protects 
seed from moisture  
and wind

Wide, two-layer 
entryway

Overhanging roof keeps 
habitat warm & dry

Slanted overhanging roof 
projection protects against 
wind and moisture

2 Solid half 
circles with  
bee icons

Each habitat comes 
with its own set of  

10-Page Field  
Guide Cards featuring 

information on butterflies, 
bees, bats, or birds.

White Hairstreak 

(Florida, Mexico)

Diet: maize, cotton, and a wide variety of 

fruit and nectar from many flowers

DID YOU KNOW?

Butterfly wings are transparent; 

tiny scales are what give it color.

Eastern Tiger Swallowtail 

(Eastern USA) 

Diet: wild cherry, tulip, birch, butterfly bush, 

milkweed, phlox, lilac

DID YOU KNOW?

Some butterflies in cold  

climates hibernate as adults,  

but most remain dormant in a  

stage of development as either  

caterpillar or pupa. It’s a waiting game!

What is the Lifecycle  

of a Butterfly?

Four stages of life make up the 

metamorphosis of a butterfly:  

1. Egg2. Larvae (or caterpillar)

3. Pupa (or chrysalis)

4. Adult 

DID YOU KNOW?A butterfly’s skeleton  
(exoskeleton) is on the  

outside of its body, keeping  

its wings protected and hydrated.

 Are Butterflies  in Danger?
Plant pollination carried out by butterflies 
and other wildlife is essential for the continuation of our healthy planet. As both 

agricultural and urban landscapes grow, 
wildlife habitats are shrinking at an alarming 
rate. With loss of habitat, our planet is in 
danger of losing the ecosystems that sup-
port our plant life and wildlife all over the 
world—but we can all help, and providing 
backyard habitats is a great place to start! 

DID YOU KNOW?Butterflies don’t have mouths; they taste with their feet!

Why Do Butterfly 
Houses Matter?

• Seed-bearing plants produce pollen, a powdery substance used in plant repro-duction. Pollination occurs when the wind, butterflies, and other winged creatures carry pollen from one plant to another, beginning the process of building new plant life.

• Butterflies are active pollinators, and  provide natural pest control by eating  rotting animal matter, called carrion.
• Similar to wooden bird habitats, the  narrow slot openings in butterfly houses allow butterflies to slip in while keeping large predators out.

• Butterflies have been widely used by ecologists as model organisms to study  the impact of climate change.

An area rich in butterflies and moths is an 
indicator of a healthy ecosystem. Butterfly 
houses offer protection from predators and 
harsh weather conditions. 

© 2018 HearthSong

Butterfly Field Guide

Installation and care requires adult supervision.
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STACKABLE NESTING EGGS
Age  3+
 Features: 
  5-piece stackable wooden nesting eggs 
  Beautifully printed artwork 
  Flat tops for stacking 
  Great for storytelling

Fantasy  732489  
04-01100

Fantasy  732403  
06-00800

Woodland  732697WDL  
04-01100

Fairy  732697FAI  
04-01100

Fantasy  732697FAN  
04-01100

24-piece floor puzzles
Age  3+

 Features: 
  Extra-thick cardboard pieces are easy to clean       
     Larger pieces are perfectly sized for little hands

Wall Decals
Age  3+

 Features:  
  Easy-to-peel reusable wall stickers 

  Set of 4 individual 24"L x 18"H sheets  

     Stickers range in size from 2"H to 15"H  

     Decorate playrooms, windows, walls, and more 

Sealife 732297  
06-00800

Mermaid  732298  
06-00800

Mermaid  732308  
04-01100
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PLAYFUL APPAREL ...taking
       flight

Age   3+

Features:      
  All of our wings feature shoulder  
  straps & finger loops 

  Dragon, Unicorn, and Owl wings  
  feature hoods with 3-dimensional  
  details 

  Approx. 45"- 50" wingspan; 100%  
  polyester; handwash; lay flat to dry

Brainy Bird wings

glitter fairy wings

colorful butterfly wings

Blue Jay  732264BJ
06-00800

Blue  732387BL
06-00800

Gold  732387GO
06-00800

Pink  732387PK
06-00800

Dark Purple  732387DPU
06-00800

Silver  732387SI
06-00800

Teal  732682TE
06-00800

Macaw  732264MC
06-00800

Pink  732682PK
06-00800

Magpie  732264MP
06-00800

Purple  732682PU
06-00800

Orange  732682OR
06-00800

Unicorn wings

Rainbow 
732680RB
04-01800

Pink 
732680PK
04-01800

Dragon wings

Owl wings

Inferno Red  732681RD
04-01800

Barn Owl 
867986BO
04-01400

Frost Blue  732681BL
04-01800

ask us about our  
  Full assortment!
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Plush Playsets
Age  3+ 

Features: 
  Portable plush playset with handle 
  Includes 4 cuddly creatures 
  Each has a door that open & close

Woodland Fairy Homes
with Posable Fairy Dolls
Age  3+
Features: 
  Soft-sculpture fairy homes 
  Doors open & close 
  Features beautiful intricate detailing 
  Each set includes 2 coordinating colorful  
  & posable fairies 
  Houses are 7½"-11"H x 7½"diam.;  
  Dolls are 5"H

Dragon  732583 
04-02000

Unicorn  732584
04-02000

Horses  732585HOR
04-01500

Mushroom  729387MUS  
04-01400

Acorn  729387ACO  
04-01400

Dogs  732585DOG
04-01500

PRETEND PLAY
...for every imagination

Tulip  729387TUL  
04-01400

9"W x 10"H

12"H

6"H

6"L

6"L

9"W x 10"H

12"H

7"L



Holiday
Give the gift 
of play this
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Halfpenny  
Elves on a  
Ladder

Posable 
Santa's 
Helpers

Halfpenny® Elves on a ladder
Age  3+
Features: 
  Handcrafted with imaginatively detailed costumes 
  Set of 5 posable 4" elves  
  41" rope-and-wooden-dowel ladder

Item #  868141
04-02000

Felt Christmas Tic-tac-toe
Age  3+
Features: 
  Classic game with a holiday twist;  
  great for family play 
  Wool felt set includes 14" game board, 4  
  ornaments, 4 candy canes & a yellow star

Item #  868140
06-01000

hollyberry Halfpenny® Fairy dolls
Age  3+

Features: 
  Each handcrafted 3" doll holds a sprig of  
  greenery adorned with holly berry beads

Nativity Half
penny® Dolls
Age  4+

Features:  

 Artisan-designed &  
 handcrafted of natural  
 wool felt 

 Set includes 9 dolls  
 (1½"W x 3"H) & crèche    
 (6"Sq x 3"H)

Item #  867766
02-02500

Posable Santa's Helpers Garland
Features:
  Playful 6' long Holiday garland looks  
  festive along the mantel or tree 
  Each 4¾" helper is bundled up in a  
  snuggly outfit & knit hat 
  For decorative use only

Item #  866828
06-00800

Felt Holiday House PlaySet
Age  3+
Features:
  Soft snow-covered gingerbread house with  
  5 adorable figurines 
  Handcrafted of wool felt 
  Packs into itself & travels well

Item #  867726
04-01500

Forest  868139S1
04-01300

Meadow

Forest

4"L x 4"W x 6"H

Meadow  868139S2
04-01300
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Set of 4 Light-up holiday glasses
Age  3+
Features:  
  Set of 4 lens-less costume LED light-up glasses  
  include 2 reindeer and 2 Christmas tree glasses 
  Frames shine continuously or flash quickly with  
  green and red lights 
  Includes 3 button cell batteries

Item #  732200
06-00900

Wooden Decorate-A-great snowman kit
Age  5+
Features:  
  Over 40 whimsical wooden features 
  Easy to use, simply press the wooden  
  dowels on the back into the snow 
  Large pieces (12"H tall hat, 9"W grin)  
  ensures your snowmen will stand out

Item #  724345  
04-02000

VELVET Santa's GIFT SACK &  
Giant STOCKING
Features:
  Great way to give large gifts or fill it for travel 
  Each constructed of soft red velvet with fur trim 
  Santa's Gift Sack features red cinch cord and  
  white pom-poms; 27"W x 31"H 
  Stocking is personalizable; 36"H

Santa's Gift Sack  726648
06-00900

Giant Stocking  728020
06-00900

Wooden Musical nutcrackers
Features:
  Wooden nutcrackers are hand-painted in vibrant details 
  Soldier plays “Dance of the Sugar Plum Fairy” 
  Angel plays “Silent Night” 
  Each is approx. 7½" tall

Soldier  867717
04-01200

Gingerbread House  730067
02-02500

WOODEN ADVENT CALENDARS
Features:

  Each wooden calendar includes 24 wooden drawers 
  Detailed with colorful Scandinavian designs 
  Heirloom-quality for years of holiday fun 
  House is 10½"W x 8"D x 9½"H;  
  Tree is 13"W x 2"D x 14¾"H

Tree  866422
02-02300

Angel  867718 
04-01200

CRAFTY CREATIONS
TM  

CHOCOLATE HOLIDAY HOUSE
Age  6+

Features:
  Create a one-of-a-kind chocolate 
         house for the holidays! 
  Fun for the whole family 
  Kit contains: 3 silicone chocolate  
  molds for house ends, sides, roof  
  and decorations, 1 cake platform,  
  1 metal cake spatula, 5 icing bags  
  with decorating tips, coupler and  
  ring; 1 squeeze bottle with  
  decorating tips, printed, 3 recipe  
  cards, and printed instructions. 

Item #  732574  
02-02000
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Crafty Creations™ Deluxe  
Valentine Craft and Gift Kit
Age  3+
Features:  
  Valentine and gift kit for kids 
  Create fun and unique gifts for friends,  
  family, and classmates 
  Includes enough supplies to make personalized  
  tokens for the whole class 
  Make candy huggers, wooden bead bracelets,  
  candy pouches, and treat bags 
  Kit includes: 24 treat huggers, 25 mini gift pouches, 25  
  treat bags, 18 ribbons, 1 craft twine (25') 3 sticker   
  sheets, 1 sheet of adhesive gems, 1 wooden-bead   
  necklace and bracelet kit, 4 stamps, instructions, and   
  keepsake box

     Item #  732266  
     04-01300

Crafty Creations™ 
Traditional Valentines Kit
Age  3+
Features:  
  Traditional valentines-making kit for kids 
  Make one-of-a kind gifts for friends, family,  
  and classmates 
  Includes enough supplies to make personalized  
  tokens for the whole class 
  Kit includes 36 heart-shaped doilies, 30 sheets of   
  construction paper (red, white, and pink), 24 sheets   
  of tissue paper, 3 sticker sheets, 4 tubes of glue, 3   
  tubes of glitter (pink, purple, and red) 24 fuzzy pom-  
  poms, 50 self-adhesive googly eyes, 1 red and white   
  twine (25'), instructions, and template 

     Item #  732267  
     06-00900

see other valentine's 

  iN 2018 Core book!

Treat Huggers



Features Age  0+ 

  Bullet to come here here or  
  here too

Product® name
TM

Item #  000000 

Master  00sales At: Diverse Marketing
 Phone: 1-800-777-8697
 Fax: 1-214-741-4320
 Email: contact@diversemail.com

CUSTOMER SERVICE: HEARTHSONG WHOLESALE
 Phone: 1-877-509-6989
 Fax: 1-804-231-2888
 Email: wholesale@hearthsong.com

7021 Wolftown-Hood Rd
Madison, VA 22727
www.hearthsong.com/wholesale

follow us:
award-winning brand!
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